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Aveda 

"Beauty Enriched"

A modern-day spa, Aveda, located in the core of Rome, offers a wide

range of facials and massages inspired from natural oils and plant

essence. A diligent staff of efficient hairstylists and beauticians employ

these beauty recipes to give you the look you've been waiting to try for

ages. Situated in a Roman Villa, this salon has managed to gain popularity

among patrons.

 +39 06 9604 5205  Via Metastasio, Rome
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Boscolo Exedra Roma Spa 

"A Glorious Day of Relaxation"

Boscolo Exedra Roma Spa is located in the vast expanse of Hotel Boscolo

Exedra Roma. One of the most sought-after spas in Rome, this relaxation

zone in the hotel is completely dedicated to healing and wellness. An

extensive assortment of treatments and massages feature which are

aimed at revitalizing your body and mind. The service staff is courteous

and they make sure that you don't leave the spa premises with a frown.

 +39 06 48 9381  www.anantara.com/en/palazzo-

naiadi-rome/spa-and-wellness

 Piazza della Repubblica 47, Rome
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KamiSpa 

"Heal in a Spa"

KamiSpa is a specialized modern day spa with state-of-the-art amenities in

the extravagant premises of The St. Regis Grand Hotel Rome. Pamper

yourself with the best of massages along with the most intense of

treatments which make use of exotic ingredients and age-old ancient

Asian healing techniques. So, be a guest at Kami and and say goodbye to

those eternal furrow lines.

 +39 06 4709 2816  www.kamispa.com/  Via Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, The St.

Regis Rome, Rome
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Nailbar Gamax 

"Nail Bar!"

The nail bar has been revolutionizing the beauty center since the retro

age, starting from America and then spreading over all the world. Nailbar

Gamax is just a few steps away from the famous Palazzo Farnese and

Sant'Eligio. Combining the beautiful heritage and glamor of fashion,

Nailbar offers its clients a time of great fun and beauty. Pamper your

hands and feet and make a splash with your nails!

 +39 06 683 8911  www.nailbargamax.it/  alessandra@gamax.it  Via Giulia 72, Rome

https://pixabay.com/photos/wellness-massage-relax-relaxing-589770/
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De Russie Wellness Zone 

"Relax and Unwind"

Located in the grand surroundings of Hotel de Russie, a wide range of

luxurious spa treatments feature at De Russie Wellness Zone. Spread over

a spacious area, individual rooms are dedicated to different facilities such

as Turkish bath, sauna, massages and signature treatments. A

professional staff brings your entire relaxation regime to a fruitful end.

 +39 06 3288 8820  www.roccofortehotels.co

m/hotels-and-resorts/hotel-

de-russie/wellness/

 fitness.derussie@roccofort

ehotels.com

 Via del Babuino 9, Hotel de

Russie, Rome
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Cavalieri Grand Spa Club 

"Luxuriant Spa"

Located in Hotel Rome Cavalieri Hilton, Cavalieri Grand Spa Club is the

ideal venue to relax and rejuvenate your body. With over 2,500 square

meters of space, it has several swimming pools and a beautiful Turkish

Bath. A tired body and a weary mind will find respite at this specialty spa

which offers a range of treatments and services including the use of

ancient relaxation techniques and mind-calming practices. From the

Platinum Rare facial, After Sunset facial, Pure Gold Radiance facial and

Age Reversing Massage, all feature on this award-winning spa's list of

specialty treatments.

 +39 06 3 5091  www.romecavalieri.com/g

randspa.php

 ROMHI.Fitness@waldorfast

oria.com

 Via Alberto Cadlolo 101,

Hotel Rome Cavalieri, Rome
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Aura Benessere 

"For a Sparkling You"

Aura has a warm and inviting atmosphere and has different rooms

inspired by the elements of earth, fire and water. This wellness and beauty

center has various offers according to your needs and requirements - from

massages to facial treatments and aroma therapy to body treatments. Just

a trip here will bring back the spark in you.

 +39 06 504 3220  info@aurabenessereroma.it  Via Andrea di Bonaiuto 39, Rome
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Victoria Regeneration Spa 

"Spa by the Sea"

Victoria Regeneration Spa is a luxurious-looking spa, nestled right next to

the azure sea. A beautifully designed property, the jacuzzi by the sea will

provide you with an experience that you will not forget. You can relax in a

sun-lounger and absorb sun's warmth. A range of facilities such as a

Turkish bath, Swedish shower and Kneipp bath along with an extensive

list of specialty treatments also feature.

 +39 06 8676 0394  www.victoriaspa.it/  regeneration@victoriaspa.i

t

 Lungomare Paolo Toscanell,

Rome
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